PRICE LIST 2021
F2 PRICE

FULLBLOOD

PRICE (kg)

PRICE (kg)

CUTS

PRODUCT

PRIME CUTS

Fillet

£140.00

£160.00

Ribeye

£120.00

£140.00

Rump

£80.00

£90.00

Sirloin

£120.00

£140.00

Bavette

£80.00

£90.00

Brisket

£40.00

£45.00

Flat iron

£80.00

£90.00

Jacob’s ladder (short rib)

£30.00

£30.00

Onglet

£40.00

£40.00

Oxtail

£15.00

£15.00

Silverside

£30.00

£35.00

Sirloin cap (Picanha)

£70.00

£85.00

Sirloin tip

£40.00

£50.00

Top blade

£30.00

£30.00

Tri-tip

£70.00

£80.00

Burgers (4 x 4oz)

£12.00

£12.00

Cheeks

£30.00

£30.00

Mince

£12.00

£12.00

Steak pieces

£25.00

£30.00

SECONDARY CUTS

OTHER

Scroll down for
Customer Testimonials

Customer Testimonials
Flat iron

Silverside

Braising steak

Flat irons were amazing

Fabulous, better than fillet
or any other beef I have ever
had, meltingly unreal.

Amazing braising steak!
Better than any sirloin
I’ve had.

R. Kennedy, Ballyclare

L. Smith, Cookstown

Fillet

Fillet

Burgers

It was a fantastic piece of
steak…deep in flavour and
soft to the last bite.

Truly sublime…melts in
the mouth. Flavoursome…
can’t stop smiling.

Just wow! Amazing Wagyu
burgers. Top notch… tastier
than a lot of steaks.

D. Coleman, Manchester

P. Gordon, Ballyclare

K. Marshall, Ballyclare

Burgers

Burgers

Burgers

Literally the best burger
I had ever eaten.

We had the Wagyu burgers
this evening. They are
remarkably good!

The flavour and texture
were exceptionally good….
far superior in both taste
and texture to other sorts
of burgers.

G. Lutton, Belfast

J. Marshall, Ballyclare

A. Moorehead, Lisburn

The Willey family, Cardiff

Rump steak

Sirloin

Sirloin

If it was a different shape
I’d be convinced it was fillet.

Just ate our Wagyu steaks.
Absolutely superb. They
weren’t just good. They
were melt in your mouth
superb.

Steaks were, as the kids
say it, A-MAH- ZING.
Very tender, super
flavourful. Best steak yet!

G. Lutton, Belfast

C. Hill, Belfast

C. Hoo , Belfast

Sirloin

Various steaks

Various steaks

The steaks were DOUBLE
EPIC! For a sirloin, I couldn’t
believe how tender it was…
I didn’t eat any sauce with it.
It just didn’t need it!

Just had the first batch
of the steaks. They were
amazing! Already looking
forward to the second
half and the burgers. Will
definitely be ordering
some more.

I have just cooked a sirloin
and fillet tonight and
honestly we have never
tasted a piece of meat to
compare… and we have
eaten in some pretty top
class restaurants.

A. Moorehead, Lisburn

M. Getty, Belfast

M. Stubbs, Head Chef,
Sleepy Hollow Restaurant

